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The Grimoire Of The Forty Servants is everything you need to start working with this amazing

Chaos Magick and Divination system. Contains all the information you will need for powerful rituals,

Chaos Magick workings and oracle casting. Perfect companion to The Forty Servants deck

(available at http://www.fortyservants.com) or works as a standalone Magick system.This book

contains all 40 Servant Full Colour images, along with tables and charts. It also contains their Sigils,

Prayers, Mantras and detailed descriptions on their use.
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It's clearly written, describes each servant (and it's corresponding card) well and a delight to read.

I met The Forty Servants recently. As I study and interpret tarot cards for many years, the system

has caught my attention. My interest is mostly oracular and I can assure you that the cards work

very well as counselors. What motivates or arrests each person within a situation becomes very

clear, as are the ways of solution (or less stressful). I highly recommend the deck and of course the

grimoire is key piece to understanding how everything works.Purchased from .com.br



As an early reader, this Grimoire is an excellent short guide to many of the techniques and tropes of

contemporary magic (or magick) in the context of the system of images/archetypes/servants

developed by the author.The book is accessible, well written and the illustrations are beautiful. An

excellent choice to begin or round out one's library of books for the magical practitioner.Note: the

decks of cards which anchor the system are also beautiful, and are highly recommended for those

studying or working with the system.

Wonderful companion to the 40 servants deck (available on thegamecrafter.com)! This guide helps

define the roles of each servant, how they are used and how to interpret the cards in divination. The

servants themselves are amazing to work with and can have a profound effect on your life!

Chaos magick works. It's a very real thing. You don't need to have a special wand or wear a cloak

or be an elitist a-hole in order for it to work. Tommie Kelley's work in both the Forty Servants deck

and The Grimoire works. Magick, like any system (religion, government, Wicca, et al.), works solely

on belief and anyone who thinks otherwise should probably reevaluate their understanding of the

universe.The book is beautifully illustrated, the texts are easy to read instead of being veiled in

mysterious BS that most occult books have going for them, and it's an invaluable asset to anyone

interested in diving headfirst into the realm of magick. Tommie is one the preeminent practicing

chaotes in modern times and if you want to see the results of what you can really do in the realm of

the occult get this book and check out his site Adventures in Woo Woo. You will not be

disappointed.

Amazing book to be honest; such beautiful art and detail on what the Forty Servants do.(Waiting for

my deck to come in, will update this review)

This is a fantastic, BRILLIANT system-it works, and without all of the dogma and/or pitfalls of other

systems, which can be intimidating & that are definitely not for beginners.. The artwork is beautiful.

It's very easy to customize to your needs- from shadow work & self improvemen to just everyday

problem solving & divination. You DO NOT have to have the actual deck to start using this

system-all the sigils and images are available both online and in the book itself, but you'll want those

cards really bad anyway once you see how how awesome this system is.It's also easy to

incorporate into your personal practice, whatever that may be.



A seemingly fictional system that came from the author's imagination. The author has written many

books of fiction with comic-like art, and this feels the same. I'm not sure we're even meant to believe

it's real magick. Also, this is no use unless you already own the author's deck of cards, which makes

this a big investment (as they are expensive) and a questionable one at that.The thinking behind

this system is very wooly and muddled, taking 'inspiration' from countless different magickal

systems without any deep understanding of any. The images are low resolution and look like anime

more than anything truly magical or archetypal. The calls and techniques again appear to be

invented by the author.At the very best, this is a form of chaos magick - something invented that

might work if you pretend it's real - but the title misled me into thinking the work was based on a real

magickal system. I was expecting something that could connect me to forty real magical entities. It

does not do that. Being called a grimoire I thought real magick would be revealed, but it isn't.It's also

very disappointing that the images are such a low resolution. They look awful on any screen.The

text has a very juvenile quality, and feels like it's trying to capture the grandeur of magick without

any direct experience or historical knowledge of the systems in existence.
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